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Our Education Centre. 
The central point of all our activities for PC and Apple users.

   Unit 56 HarbisonCare, 2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, 2576, NSW. 
www.shcug.org.au 

How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
Visit our Education Centre and drop in at one of our weekly activities to collect an application form. 
Payment can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor. Fees are $40 single or $60 couple. 
Alternatively use EFTPOS transaction IMB Bank:  BSB number is: 641 800 and the account number is.
200456000, or send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to following address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576. 

Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  

Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to  2015committee@gmail.com   

Weekly activities held in Unit 56                                                                                    Contact 
Monday mornings, from 10 to 12 noon	 Members Helping Members.          J & M Oprey         4862-1584 
Monday afternoons, from 1 to 5 pm.	                           Apple Group	             Richard Spear      4872-1960 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	              Martina Oprey     4862-1584 
First Tuesday of the month, from 11.30 am onwards.	 Genealogy	             		 	         4869-4958  
Every 2nd and 4th Friday of the month, 	 	 Games Morning	  
from 10am to 12 noon.        	 	 	 	  

Upcoming events. 
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From your committee

PeterJohn

Rodney

Sue

Ron Martina

Our President has been laid low for a few weeks, due to his recent back operation. From reports your 
committee received, we have learned that he is on the mend and hope to see him again at our Monday 
help sessions very soon.  

Your committee met on Friday 9 March. Sue Ticehurst took on Rodneys role, chairing the meeting. It 
seems SHCUG is almost running by itself, as there were very few issues on the agenda to be discussed.  
Our finances are very stable and the outgoings are much the same as last year. Membership increased 
by twenty-one in February and we now have eighty-five on our members list, plus our life members. 
This is a good result but we still hope to see some more 2017 members renewing and welcoming new 
ones as we go along. 

Two applications have been submitted for grants, one to the IMB bank and the other to our council. 
We now just have to wait and see how successful we will be in obtaining a little bit of  extra funds. 

During the last few weeks two SHCUG members received scams. This is an ongoing issue, not only via 
the internet but also received over the phone. To help our SHCUG members identifying possible email 
and/or phone scams, Martina wrote an article about it, which you can find on page four. The more we 
know about the tactics used by scammers, the better we can protect ourselves against these attacks.  

For our newsletter we have introduced a new page, called Sell-Buy-Swapp-Freebee. SHCUG members 
can place items on this page they wish to sell, swap or give away, besides items that members can buy. 
If  you have an item(s) that you wish to submit, please take a good photo of  it and include all relevant 
information about the item, then sent to: 2015committee@gmail.com  Martina will advertise your 
item(s) for a period of  two months.  

As mentioned in the February issue of  Keyword, on Wednesday afternoons Martina is giving a bit of  
extra help to a few new members. Anyone who does come on Mondays and feels he/she is in need of  
a bit more assistance than received during those hours, please see Martina.  

And this is about all for this month. 

Your committee.  

mailto:2015committe@gmail.com
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Recently two members of  SHCUG were sent emails, one to a PC user from “Microsoft Tech Support” and the 
other in name of  “Apple” and received on an iPad. Both turned out to be scam emails. The Apple one, at first 
glance, looked legitimate enough with correct address and logo. In the message, on closer inspection, there was 
every reason to be seriously suspicious. 

Scammers are constantly improving on their tactics, becoming more and more refined. Once a method works it 
is improved upon for better results. Being caught by a scammer can leave behind a terrible feeling, besides loss 
of  money, personal information and possible damage done to your device. To outwit these criminals is not easy 
as they use/copy/paste material from legitimate websites for their scams and use apps, some also legitimate, in 
order to catch you in their nets. Find below some of  the information I found on websites that might be helpful 
in recognising signs and features used in todays scams.   

Internet covers the entire globe and scams can come from any of  its four corners. One sign that an email might 
be a scam is the use of  poor grammar in the message, as the scammer might not be very fluent in the language 
of  the country being targeted. Letterheads and logos, on the other hand, can be easily copied from websites.  

Scammers are after your personal information and they will use every trick in the book to get it. They might for 
instance ask “are you Joe Blue” (because they know you are) and in the same breath “ could you please confirm 
that your security card number is  987 654 321, which of  course it isn’t and so tricking you into giving them the 
correct one.  

Deals offered on websites that are ridiculously priced are most likely a scam. Don’t go there. Scammers excel in 
using psychological principles in their messages, phrases like “don’t miss out” and “only a few left” are so often 
used. Fear is another powerful tactic scammers are not ashamed to use. Comments such as “your computer is 
causing problems or attacking other computers” (as if  they could) scammers hopefully think might scare people 
enough in doing what ever they ask of  them.   

Scammers are very clever in hiding their identity as well as the destination where the scammer wants you to go. 
Scammers over the phone speak often with a thick foreign accent, yet introduce themselves by using a common 
Western name, such as Michael or Brad.  

However the biggest give-away of  all is the fact that a scammer contacted you. Microsoft, Banks, CentreLink, 
or any other major company don’t bother to ring their clients, unless they were asked to do so. You should 
never be asked for your date of  birth, mothers maiden name or any other personal information over the phone 
from callers unknown to you or on the internet, unless required on legitimate websites, which you know about.  

When asked over the phone by a person claiming to be from “Microsoft Tech Support” to open your PC or be 
asked to click on a link on an email you received from a similar source, stop as you are in danger. If  following 
these requests, you would have landed into the hands of  the scammers. The next step would have been to ask 
you to download tools from websites and this in turn would infect your device with programs such as malware, 
roots kits, key loggers, etc. When done, your PC would be well and truly compromised.  

Up to now I have personally seen very few scams directed to Apple users, although we are not excluded by the 
world scammers. Recently I saw an email from a scammer, claiming to come from “Apple Support” on an iPad. 
The message read “You recently made a request to reset your password or unlock your Apple ID, click the link 
to continue” . The link was a false one, if  clicked on would have directing the victim to the scammer’s site.  

Scammers will not stop sending scams to computer users very soon as the rewards for this kind of  crime are far 
too high. It is also very hard to catch them as they manage to hide themselves in many (legitimate) places. The 
only defence we have, as users of  the internet, is to educate ourselves in recognising scams and the 
features there off.   

     Be alert and don’t get caught by scammers 
		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martine Oprey 
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Having written about Cloud computing before, the term “in the Cloud” or “Cloud computing” might still be a 
mystery to some of  our members. Rather then referring to those puffy white cumulus clouds we see floating in 
the sky on sunny days, the term “Cloud” does mean something totally different in computing language.   

How does Cloud computing work? 
Keeping it simple, Could computing is the delivery of  computing as a service rather than a product, whereby 
shared resources, software and information are provided to computers and other devices (smartphones/iPhone  
/ Tablet/iPad) as a utility (like the electricity grid) over a network (the internet). Clouds can be classified to be 
public, private or hybrid. In other words, it’s a place other than on your own computer’s hard drive where you 
download programs from and store your stuff  (data). 

How do we get access to the Cloud. 
To be able to use a Cloud service, for instance Hotmail, Yahoo or Gmail, you will need to set up an account 
with these services, which is free. They require an email address and a password. Dropbox is another popular 
service that uses the Cloud and is like a personal folder in the sky (or Cloud) and is accessible from anywhere 
and on any other devise you use that has the Dropbox app installed, with the same ID and password. Google 
Drive is just like Dropbox, but it integrates with all Google tools like Google Docs, Gmail and others.   

Where is our data being stored? 
The data we send to the Cloud is stored on servers (computers) that are housed in server farms, also known as 
data centres, being big factory buildings which are found in many places in the world. Most Cloud providers 
back up their users data across multiple sites for security reasons. Therefore when we save or backup our data 
in the Cloud we have no idea where it will be stored and chances are that your files do exists simultaneously in 
more than one place, possibly across different countries and even continents.  

How save is our data if  stored in the Cloud?  
Since there isn’t anything that is foolproof  in this world, using the Cloud for storing and backing up of  all our 
data has it’s risks. Because the Cloud is entirely based on the internet, it makes it vulnerable to hack attacks. 
There are a number of  Cloud vendors (companies that offer Cloud storage). Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM 
and Apple are some of  the bigger players in this field. All these companies strife to make their Cloud services as 
save as possible but occasionally hackers do slip through the net. This being a fact, when using the internet, the 
message is to use these services in a sensible way. Never upload photos/videos with compromising images and/
or files that contain sensitive information.  

Advantages of  using the Cloud.  
The Cloud has been around for about ten years and by now Cloud computing has become quite common as 
almost all of  the programs or apps that we use on a daily basis and the updates we do are downloaded from the 
internet. Many of  us are already using Cloud based Apps. Microsoft offers PC users a Web-based app called 
OfficeOnline that are internet-only versions of  Powerpoint, Word, Excel and OnNote that can be excessed via 
your browser, without installing anything on your PC’s hard-drive. Google Drive is a pure Cloud computing 
service, with all the storage found online so it can work with the Cloud apps: Google Docs, Google Sheets and 
Google Slides. Apple’s iCloud services is primary used for online storage, backups and synchronisation of  your 
mail, calendar, contacts and more. All the data you need is available to you on your iOS devises and Mac OS. 
Apple offers cloud-based apps such as Pages, Numbers and Keynote for its iCloud subscribers. iCloud is also 
the place iPhone users go to utilise the “Find my Phone” feature being all important if  the device goes missing.  

Todays lifestyle is all about mobility and even seniors might have more than one device they use throughout the 
day. Think about the Smartphone/iPhone, tablet/iPad and laptop we take along with us, when out and about. 
By using the Cloud we can simply save files, photos or email messages on a remote server wherever we happen 
to be. Once back home we can access all these “Cloud files” on our desktop again. How good is that! 

Cloud computing revisited  
By Martina Oprey 
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The other day,  just for curiosity, I opened the iBooks app on my iMac to search for suitable teaching material I 
could use for beginners using an iMac and iPad. At the left top corner of  the “iBooks” window, I clicked on the 
“iBooks store” button. When the window of  the store opened, I clicked on “Categories” in the top menu bar 
then clicked on “Computing & Internet”. There I came upon a treasure trove of  educational books published 
by Apple. In the “Apple Teacher”series you will find Starter Guides covering many subjects for the iMacs, the 
MacBookPros, MacBooks and MacAir laptops running OSX Sierra and HighSierra and for the iPad running 
iOS 10 and 11. All excited about this find, I downloaded the Apple Teacher Mac Starter Guide for HighSierra.  

After flipping through the Mac Starter Guide, I can honestly say, that they are excellent, especially for the very 
beginners. The instructions are simple to follow with lots of  images, some being interactive. All basic stuff, yet 
beautifully presented. All these Apple Teacher Starter Guides are part of  the Apple Teacher Program. 

What is the Apple Teacher Program? 
The Apple Teaching Program was first launched in the US in September 2016 and in May 2017 it also became 
available in Australia. The Apple Teacher program provides free on line professional learning about Apple 
products in an educational context. The program is open to all educators and supports teachers not only on the 
technical aspect of  the device they use, but also provides inspiration, resources, lesson ideas, stories and tips on 
how to integrate todays technology into lessons in a meaningful way. 

Educators can sign up for Apple Teacher Program (which is free to join) to follow a self-paced journey through 
the Apple Teacher Learning Centre and Multi-Touch starter guides for iMac and iPad. There are eight stages 
to be completed, earning you a badge for each stage passed successfully. The end reward is being recognised as 
an Apple Teacher and receiving the official Apple Teacher Logo that you can share with the world. Schools in 
Australia can apply to bring the Apple Teacher professional learning program into their school.   

The Teacher Starter Guides are especially designed with primary and high school students in mind and contain 
learning materials to inspire them to explore the standard apps found on their devices, such as iTunes, iPhoto, 
iMovie, Pages, Keynote and Numbers and how to use these apps in a creative way, as well as being encouraged 
to do the exercises set out in the guides. The Teacher Users Guides, available on several subjects, are free to 
download and can be used on five devices (desktop, laptop, iPad) which share the same Apple ID and password. 

Our club is not a school and the Apple Group sessions are also not set up as a classroom. As a member of  the 
Apple Users Group but also a tutor, I can see an opportunity here. By following these teaching methods set out 
in the guides, might better enable us to assist our new bees in understanding and using their Apple devices.     

For more information about the Apple Teacher program, visit www.apple.com/education/apple-teacher.

Apple Teacher 
By Martina Oprey

Apple Teacher  Starter Guides

http://www.apple.com/education/apple-teacher/
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For sale 
10 ink cartridges for $10  

Black-Yellow-Cyan-Magenta 
suits several models of  Canon printers 

if  interested 
Contact  

marlies1471@gmail.com

For Sale 
White MacBook 2008 

any offer!!! 
Suits a beginner  

if  interested  
contact 

marlies1471@gmail.com

For Sale 
iPad 2015 

with Apple receipt as 
proof  of  purchase. 

contact 
marlies1471@gmail.com
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     The  
    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  

      is proudly sponsored by

Wanted 

Have you got an article that you wish to 
publish in Keyword. 

Have you got something to sell, want to 
swap or give away, advertise it in 

Keyword. 

Please send it to 
2015committee@gmail.com


